Trader Defender Provides Financial
Intelligence for Safe, Profitable Trading
Trader Defender provides consultation services and financial intelligence to consumers who have been
targeted by scams.
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, UNITED STATES, February 21, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Trader
Defender provides consultation services and financial intelligence to consumers who have been
targeted by scams or and want to know more about brokers and financial service providers.
In the wake of the pandemic, global economic crises, and skyrocketing unemployment,
investment scams were on the rise, according to CNBC. Unscrupulous players became more
skilled at masking fraudulent services as legitimate ones.
Consumers need extra protection from online scams. Those who have lost money to fraudulent
brokers and other financial services seek assistance from experts in tracking down those
responsible. Individuals may not be able to do the job themselves, so that is where experienced
and trained advisors step in.
Trader Defender experts use their combined financial intelligence experience, advanced
software solutions, and data analysis to evaluate brokers and other providers of financial
services. The intelligence reports provided by Trader Defender are a stamp of approval that
ensures safe trading for both novice and seasoned traders.
Those who have been victims of scams can benefit from Trader Defender services and research
to track down the source of fraudulent activity and to locate their funds. This information is vital
for alerting regulators and building a case that can prevent fraudulent parties from continuing
their illegal activities.
Financial Intelligence Experts with Advanced Resources
The Trader Defense team has years of experience in gathering data, investigating financial
services providers and markets, and counseling clients who have lost money to financial fraud.
Trader Defense professionals have in-depth expertise with financial regulations, licensing, and
legal issues.
Trader Defense experts have an intimate knowledge of the dynamics of fraudulent activities and
are familiar with tricks and nefarious strategies that are used in scams. They detect scams

accurately and track down missing funds for clients who have been cheated by fraudulent
financial schemes.
Advanced software and data gathering methods give Trader Defense an edge over
technologically savvy scam artists. Software sorts through reams of information quickly and
locates relevant data that can lead to the trail of scam perpetrators and stolen funds.
About Trader Defender
Trader Defender offers many essential services for traders, including intelligence reports, indepth broker reviews, consultation, and evaluation of financial regulators.
Consultations are useful for those who want a higher level of financial intelligence than they can
perform on their own. Clients may also request intelligence reports on fraudulent financial
service providers to uncover their identities and to locate their money.
With the increase in cybercrimes and various types of investment scams, investigating brokers
and other financial service providers is essential. Most people may not have the time to conduct
research, and services such as Trader Defender fill this need.
Trader Defender looks at brokers with an experienced eye and determines which brokers are
legitimate and which are fraudulent. Trader Defender offers clients a thorough consultation and
delivers detailed financial intelligence and guidance.
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